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Accelerating uplift in the North Atlantic region as
an indicator of ice loss
Yan Jiang, Timothy H. Dixon* and ShimonWdowinski

Vertical motions of the rocky margins of Greenland and
Antarctica respond to mass changes of their respective ice
sheets1,2. However, these motions can be obscured by episodes
of glacial advance or retreat that occurred hundreds to
thousands of years ago3–6, which trigger a delayed response
because of viscous flow in the underlying mantle. Here
we present high-precision global positioning system (GPS)
data that describe the vertical motion of the rocky margins
of Greenland, Iceland and Svalbard. We focus on vertical
accelerations rather than velocities to avoid the confounding
effects of past events. Our data show an acceleration of
uplift over the past decade that represents an essentially
instantaneous, elastic response to the recent accelerated
melting of ice throughout the North Atlantic region. Our
comparison of the GPS data to models for glacial isostatic
adjustment suggests that some parts of western coastal
Greenland were experiencing accelerated melting of coastal ice
by the late 1990s. Using a simple elastic model, we estimate
that western Greenland’s ice loss is accelerating at an average
rate of 8.7± 3.5 Gt yr−2, whereas the rate for southeastern
Greenland—based on limited data—falls at 12.5±5.5 Gt yr−2.

Inferring long-term trends from short-term measurements is
challenging. For processes such as sea level rise or melting of
Greenland’s ice sheet, decadal, annual or shorter term variability
may obscure longer-term signals of interest. Loss of multi-year
land ice in North Atlantic islands (Iceland, Svalbard) has been
ongoing for most of the twentieth century, presumably in response
to global warming7,8. Greenland’s recent history is less clear.
Significant losses in the past decade have been inferred from satellite
measurements of gravity9, elevation10 and marginal ice flow11,
although there is some uncertainty about the rate and timing of
ice loss9,12.

High-precision vertical GPS data may also indicate changes
in continental and local ice mass, as reduced ice load results in
crustal uplift1–3,13. However, there are uncertainties in this approach
as well. First, the vertical precision of GPS is lower than the
horizontal precision; hence, long time series are required to define
trends. Second, as with other techniques, annual variation can
be large, reflecting (in part) the elastic response of the Earth to
time-varying loads associated with summer melting of marginal
ice. Third, such measurements can be made only on the rocky
margins of ice-covered areas, giving an incomplete picture. Fourth,
complex regional variationsmay exist in the vertical velocity field of
ice-covered regions, for reasons unrelated to (or only weakly related
to) the current signal of interest. These include crustal response to
local, decadal-scale ice fluctuations, and the delayed response of
the Earth to retreat of ice sheets since the Last Glacial Maximum
∼20,000 yr ago14–16 and other ice sheet fluctuations, for example,
the Little Ice Age within the past few hundred years. Calculating the
overall glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) signal is challenging, as it
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Figure 1 | Location of GPS sites used in this study. The red circles indicate
sites with acceleration 0.5 mm yr−2 or greater; the yellow circles indicate
acceleration less than this value.

depends on the viscosity structure of the mantle and the ice loading
history, both of which are uncertain15,16.

We analysed a comprehensive GPS data set to address these
problems. Decadal time series with the requisite precision are now
available, allowing accurate separation of annual variability from
longer term trends. Although we cannot sample vertical crustal
motion in the interior of ice-covered regions, existing studies
for Greenland9–11,17 indicate that high-elevation interior ice is in
approximate mass balance. Current mass loss is concentrated in
coastal areas, through iceberg calving and summer melting of
thin peripheral ice, where GPS stations are located. Regarding the
fourth issue (complex vertical velocity field from GIA) we use a
new approach, looking at perturbations to velocity rather than the
velocity field itself. Results are therefore insensitive to GIA-related
vertical motions from past ice mass changes.

We use publicly available data for all North Atlantic regions
with significant multi-year land ice (Greenland, Iceland, Sval-
bard), and adjacent areas (including northeastern Canada and
Fennoscandia) for comparison (Fig. 1). We use data sets spanning
five years or longer, and simple time series models (Supplementary
Information) accounting for equipment changes and annual and
semi-annual variation, and either a constant-velocity model (two
extra parameters), a constant-acceleration model (three extra pa-
rameters) or a ‘kink’ model, with two velocities and a ‘ramp time’
(t ∗) indicating the time of instantaneous acceleration (four extra
parameters; hereafter termed the rampmodel). A standard F-test is
used to select the appropriatemodel. Analytical techniques, a results
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Figure 2 | Representative GPS time series for the North Atlantic region,
showing site name and acceleration. The red (upper) time series
(Greenland, Iceland) show positive acceleration and the blue (lower) time
series (Fennoscandia, Canada) show no significant acceleration; for
example, VISO shows uplift at an essentially constant rate. All time series
are shown in Supplementary Information.

table and all time series figures are available in Supplementary
Information; example time series are shown in Fig. 2. There is a
clear difference in the behaviour of Greenland, Iceland and Svalbard
sites compared with other sites (Figs 2 and 3). All Greenland,
Iceland and Svalbard sites are poorly fitted by a constant-velocity
model, exhibiting either significant positive acceleration (constant-
acceleration model) or a second phase velocity significantly higher
than the first phase velocity (ramp model). Even sites subsiding
a decade ago (Supplementary Table S1) are now subsiding less
quickly or have begun to uplift. These changes imply significant
recent perturbation to mass loading. Although all Greenland sites
show positive acceleration, the highest accelerations are recorded
at sites for which observations began after 2000, implying that
acceleration is recent and ongoing. For Greenland, four of the time
series (KELY, THU3, THU2, and the composite time series THUZ)
are better fitted by the constant-acceleration model, two sites are
marginally better fitted by the ramp model and one site (KULU,
in southeast Greenland) is significantly better fitted by the ramp
model. The best fit ramp time (t ∗) at KULU is 2003.5, coinciding
with a period of high summer melting in southeast Greenland18,
and the velocity increase is large, 9±1mmyr−1. However, t ∗ varies
widely among remaining Greenland and North Atlantic sites with
no obvious pattern and no statistical significance. In the remaining
discussion, we focus on the simpler constant-acceleration model
(Supplementary Table S1), recognizing that there is extra complex-
ity and information in the time series. In particular, the amplitude
of annual uplift, assumed constant in our model, shows significant
site-to-site and year-to-year variability, implying sensitivity to local
short-termmelting and a possible technique for estimating summer
mass loss for individual glacier basins19.

Most remaining sites around the North Atlantic show negligible
acceleration, with a mean value (0.04mmyr−2; Fig. 3) statistically
indistinguishable from zero.Most of these sites are adequately fitted
by the simplest (constant velocity) model. These regions have only
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Figure 3 |Histogram of vertical acceleration for GPS sites. a, Areas with
significant land ice (Greenland, Iceland, Svalbard) with a mean and
standard deviation of 0.87 and 0.46 mm yr−2. b, Adjacent North Atlantic
areas with only seasonal ice or snow (including northeast Canada and
Fennoscandia) with a mean and standard deviation of
0.04 and 0.44 mm yr−2.

seasonal snow and ice, and include sites northwest of Greenland
(ALRT), and to the southwest (NAIN), south (STJO), southeast
(ABEB, MORP, NSTG) and east (sites in Fennoscandia). These
sites experience either steady uplift, presumably related to GIA
(refs 20–22) (for example, ABEB, SCH2, most Fennoscan-
dian sites), no significant vertical motion, or slow subsidence
(for example, STJO).

With one exception (RESO, possibly influenced by Greenland
melting), the only non-Greenland sites experiencing acceleration
above 0.5mmyr−2 are in Iceland and Svalbard. Recent melting of
Vatnajokull, Iceland’s largest glacier, and rapid recent uplift around
its margin, have been documented7. LaFemina et al.23 document
uplift across the whole of Iceland, with uplift increasing linearly
towardsVatnajokull, suggesting thatmost of the island is affected by
recent mass reduction of this glacier. HOFN, closest to the glacier,
experiences higher acceleration (1.0mmyr−2)compared with sites
near Reykjavik (average 0.5mmyr−2). Glaciers on Svalbard have
been thinning for most of the twentieth century, but increased
thinning after 1960 for glaciers in western Svalbard, the location of
GPS sites NYA1 andNYAL, has also been documented8.

For Greenland, extrapolating the constant-accelerationmodel to
times earlier than 1990 predicts subsidence >10mmyr−1 at most
sites, exceeding typical GIA values, suggesting that Greenland’s
acceleration is a post-1990 phenomenon; that is, the constant-
acceleration model cannot apply much earlier than the sample
time. Whereas sites near the centre of Laurentide glaciation show
uplift at essentially constant velocity, as expected, initial velocities
for KELY (southwest Greenland, −5.3± 0.2mmyr−1) and THU1
(northwest Greenland, −1.4± 1.0mmyr−1) indicate subsidence,
similar to some GIA models4. More sophisticated (for example,
variable acceleration or multiple velocity) vertical motion models
andmoreGPS data could improve such velocity ‘hindcasts’ to better
test GIA models. By 2008, all Greenland sites exhibit rapid uplift
(some exceeding 10mmyr−1), regardless of earlier subsidence.

Vertical motions in Greenland, Iceland and Svalbard reflect both
short-term, elastic response to recent ice thinning, and longer term
viscous response to past events. However, although velocities are
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Figure 4 | Rate estimates versus time for Greenland. a,b, Rate estimates
versus time for uplift (a) and ice mass balance (b). In a, GPS vertical
motions (solid lines, shaded areas indicate uncertainty) are plotted after
1995 assuming constant acceleration model. The dashed lines indicate
corresponding GIA estimates5. In b, the vertical lines indicate uncertainty;
the horizontal lines indicate averaging time30. The blue circles are from
altimetry10,25, red squares are from net accumulation/loss11,26 and green
triangles are from GRACE (refs 9,17). A straight-line (constant
acceleration) fit through the mass balance data for the period 1996–2008
has a slope of−21±8 GT yr−2. The black line is a constant acceleration
GRACE model28.

affected by processes at both timescales, the positive accelerations
we observe can reflect only recent events. This is consistent with
models of individual glacier changes, where significant elastic
response is clearly observable in this type of geodetic data18,24.

Our data are consistent with other observations suggesting
accelerated Greenland melting, with some exceptions25,26 (Fig. 4).
The largest Greenland mass losses reported by the Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) occurred in summer
2005 and 2007, in coastal southeast and northwest Greenland9.
Our highest acceleration values (1.6mmyr−2) are observed in
southeastGreenland (KULU, 2000–2008) andnorthwestGreenland
(THU3, 2001–2008).

Figure 4 compares mass balance estimates for Greenland to the
GPS vertical data. There is a close correspondence between the
overall trend of the mass balance estimates and the GPS time
series, both suggesting accelerating ice loss by 2000. GIA estimates
for individual locations agree fairly well with GPS velocities until
the late 1990s, after which vertical velocities are higher than GIA
model predictions. Twowestern Greenland stations (KELY, THU1)
were recording by 1995, providing an estimate of the onset time
of accelerated coastal melting at these locations (Supplementary
Information). These stations exceed the GIA-predicted value by
no later than 1999, similar to the timing of water temperature
increases in the Davis Strait and Labrador Sea, and major retreat of
westernGreenland glaciers (Supplementary Information), as well as
increased cumulative melting for Greenland27.

As the crustal response to ice melting observed by GPS is
dominantly elastic, and melting is concentrated along the coast,
a simple analytical model can be used to relate regional ice loss

and uplift. More detailed models, accounting for annual variation,
the change in water loading and the three-dimensionality of the
problem, are required for accurate estimates. However, the simple
model described here illustrates some important features, and is
independent of other techniques except for the observation that ice
loss occursmainly near the coast, where low-elevation ice is present.
In western Greenland, satellite imagery (Supplementary Fig. S6)
and GRACE (ref. 9) suggest a narrow coastal region of mass loss,
from the southern tip of Greenland (∼60◦N) to ∼75◦N. Our data
suggest rapid melting to at least 76.5◦N (latitude of THU-1,2), a
distance of about 1700 km. Satellite images here (Supplementary
Fig. S6) suggest that mass loss is confined to a∼30 km coastal strip,
supporting a simple two-dimensional model.

We use an elastic half-space model for calculating surface uplift
resulting from ice melt along Greenland’s western coast. Using
the calculated acceleration values of 0.8–1.1±0.1mmyr−2 (mean
0.9mmyr−2) we obtain 5×107 Nm−1 as the load change per year
for melting of a 30-km-wide load. Assuming this applies along
1,700 km of western Greenland coast, this is equivalent to an
accelerated mass loss of 8.7± 3.5GT yr−2 for the west coast alone
(see theMethods section).We also apply themodel to the southeast
coast, obtaining 12.5± 7.5GT yr−2. Our results agree well with a
weighted linear fit (equivalent to constant acceleration) through
the ice loss data for all of Greenland (Fig. 4) from 1996 onward
showing ice loss accelerating at 21±8GT yr−2, that is, 0 loss in 1996
to 210GT yr−1 loss in 2006. If we assume the loss begins in 1999, the
corresponding value is 30±17GT yr−2. A recent GRACE estimate
for the period April 2002–February 2009, again for all of Greenland,
gives 30±11GT yr−2 (ref. 28).

More coastal sites (to obtain regional variation), calibration
of the vertical position data for annual ice oscillation (to better
constrain material properties), GPS transects perpendicular to
the coast (to better estimate load width) and a more realistic
three-dimensional model would improve this type of ice mass loss
estimate, augmenting space-based monitoring of this ice sheet’s
health and providing more detailed basin-scale estimates of mass
loss than are possible from space.

Methods
Elastic model. We use a simple elastic half-space model for calculating the elastic
response of the crust to ice melt along Greenland’s coastline. It is a two-dimensional
model accounting for surface and subsurface deformation induced by an infinitely
long load applied over the half-space’s surface along a finite-width strip (2a). We
first apply this simple model to western Greenland, because ice loss occurs within a
roughly 30-km-wide strip along most of the 1,700-km-long coast (Supplementary
Fig. S6). We also applied the model to the southeastern coast, despite the limited
data, to obtain an approximate estimate of ice loss in that region; this latter estimate
should be interpreted with caution.

Model derivation is based on complex variable methods and can be found in
Jaeger et al.29 (section 13.4.3). The normal displacement (U ) of the surface is

U (z = 0) =
(1−v)N0

πG(2a)
× [2a+ (x−a)ln|x−a|− (x+a)ln|x+a|]+const (1)

where x and z are the horizontal and vertical dimensions, respectively, N0 is a line
load, ν is Poisson’s ratio, G is the shear modulus, a is the strip half-width and const
is an additive constant derived from a non-dimensional analysis of the logarithmic
term. Equation (1) is a modified and corrected form of equation 13.30 in ref. 29,
which inadvertently omits the 2a term in the denominator. As equation (1)
contains an additive constant, it must be solved with respect to a reference point,
for example, an undeformed far-field point. The near-field surface displacement
with respect to the reference point is

Ux−RP = Ux−URP=
(1−v)N0

πG(2a)
×[(x−a)ln|x−a|− (x+a)ln|x+a|− (xRP−a)

ln|xRP−a|+ (xRP+a)ln|xRP+a|] (2)

The above equation indicates that for a given GPS station location (x = xGPS),
the relations between surface uplift (U ) and load change induced by melting ice
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(N0) are linear. We use these relations to calculate the accelerating ice mass loss
based on our GPS-derived value of accelerating uplift along Greenland’s coastlines.
First we rearrange equation (2) to calculate the annual line load change according
to each station location and the GPS-derived acceleration

N0(x = xGPS) =
Ux−RPπG(2a)

(1−v)
× 1/((xGPS−a)ln|xGPS−a|− (xGPS+a)ln|xGPS+a|− (xRP−a)

ln|xRP−a|+ (xRP+a)ln|xRP+a|) (3)

We calculated for each station the annual line load change using a reference
far-field point of 400 km, a half strip width (a) of 15 km, a station calculation
point 15–65 km from the glacier front and acceptable values for the elastic
parameters (ν = 0.25 and G= 30GPa) (Supplementary Table S3). As the values
of these parameters are poorly constrained, we solve equation (3) for a range of
reasonable parameters yielding an uncertainty range of 30–90% (Supplementary
Table S3). Higher uncertainties are found in QAQ1, because of its high acceleration
uncertainty. The acceleration values in the two western coast sites (KELY and
THUZ) are better determined, leading to better-constrained load change estimates.

The calculated line load changes in KELY and THUZ show very similar values
of 5×107 Nm−1 yr−2, suggesting that the ice loss is similar along Greenland’s
entire western coast. It also suggests that our plane strain assumption for the
model is justified. Next, we integrate the accelerating load change along the
1,700 km length of Greenland’s west coast to obtain an accelerating ice mass loss
of 8.7±3.5GT yr−2. For the southeastern coast of Greenland, we obtain a single
acceleration value for KULU, which has a higher uncertainty level. The high
acceleration (1.6±0.2mmyr−2) occurring at a large distance from the ice front
(65 km) suggests a much higher ice load change along the southeastern coast. Using
the same model, we calculate a line load change of 12.5±5.5×107 Nm−1 yr−2.
Integrating this value along the 1,000-km-long Greenland southeastern shoreline,
the region of significant ice loss suggested by GRACE (ref. 9), indicates accelerating
mass loss here of 12.5±5.5GT yr−2.
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